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Abstract
Objective. Brain–computer interfaces (BCIs) are a promising technology for restoring motor
ability to paralyzed patients. Spiking-based BCIs have successfully been used in clinical trials to
control multi-degree-of-freedom robotic devices. Current implementations of these devices
require a lengthy spike-sorting step, which is an obstacle to moving this technology from the lab
to the clinic. A viable alternative is to avoid spike-sorting, treating all threshold crossings of the
voltage waveform on an electrode as coming from one putative neuron. It is not known,
however, how much decoding information might be lost by ignoring spike identity. Approach.
We present a full analysis of the effects of spike-sorting schemes on decoding performance.
Specifically, we compare how well two common decoders, the optimal linear estimator and the
Kalman filter, reconstruct the arm movements of non-human primates performing reaching tasks,
when receiving input from various sorting schemes. The schemes we tested included: using
threshold crossings without spike-sorting; expert-sorting discarding the noise; expert-sorting,
including the noise as if it were another neuron; and automatic spike-sorting using waveform
features. We also decoded from a joint statistical model for the waveforms and tuning curves,
which does not involve an explicit spike-sorting step. Main results. Discarding the threshold
crossings that cannot be assigned to neurons degrades decoding: no spikes should be discarded.
Decoding based on spike-sorted units outperforms decoding based on electrodes voltage
crossings: spike-sorting is useful. The four waveform based spike-sorting methods tested here
yield similar decoding efficiencies: a fast and simple method is competitive. Decoding using the
joint waveform and tuning model shows promise but is not consistently superior. Significance.
Our results indicate that simple automated spike-sorting performs as well as the more
computationally or manually intensive methods used here. Even basic spike-sorting adds value
to the low-threshold waveform-crossing methods often employed in BCI decoding.

Keywords: spike-sorting, multi-unit recording, brain–computer interfaces, trajectory decoding,
sensorymotor control

1. Introduction

A motor brain–computer interface (BCI) creates a link
between recorded neural activity and the movement of a
neuroprosthetic device (Schwartz 2007). One class of BCI
infers motor intention from the activity of populations of
neurons recorded with a microelectrode array. These spiking-
based BCIs have shown impressive performance both in the

lab (Serruya et al 2002, Carmena et al 2003, Mulliken
et al 2008, Velliste et al 2008, Suminski et al 2010,
Gilja 2012) and in early stage clinical trials with human
patients (Hochberg et al 2006, Hochberg 2012, Collinger
et al 2013).

A major challenge for spiking-based BCIs is spike-sort-
ing. Since each electrode on a microelectrode array can record
the combined signals of multiple neurons together with noise,
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electrode arrays can track the spiking activity of hundreds of
neurons at a time. The traditional approach is to first retrieve
single-neuron activity by sorting spikes, and then decode
movement kinematics using models describing their depen-
dence on the activity of individual neurons. Spike-sorting is a
difficult task and many methods exist (Lewicki 1998,
Sahani 1999, Harris et al 2000, Quiroga 2007, Gibson
et al 2012, Ge and Farina 2013). Achieving a high degree of
accuracy requires computationally intensive algorithms, large
amounts of data, and expert manual processing. The manual
processing step is problematic for transitioning BCI devices
from the lab to the clinic, as are computationally demanding
algorithms, since decoding must proceed in real time.
Nowadays, a popular choice in the lab is to avoid spike-
sorting altogether, and treat each electrode as a single putative
neuron. This requires no data storing or processing, which is
fast and easy, and therefore desirable for clinical use (Fraser
et al 2009, Chestek et al 2011). But there is evidence that this
approach makes inefficient use of the data, since it ignores the
fact that the signal on each electrode is a combination of
signals of different neurons, as justified theoretically and in
simulations (Ventura 2008), and in experimental data (Stark
and Abeles 2007, Fraser et al 2009, Kloosterman et al 2014).

In this paper, we evaluate the effects of different spike-
sorting schemes on the quality of off-line reconstruction of
arm trajectories recorded from two non-human primates
performing reaching tasks. With real-time BCI decoding in
mind, our objective is to explore methods which do not
require intensive computation, excessive data storage, or
manual intervention. Thus we consider only spike-sorting
methods that are fast and fully automatic: first, the no-sorting
approach, where each electrode is treated as a single putative
neuron, and two fully automated spike-sorters, one that
assigns waveforms to clusters with boundaries given by the
quartiles of waveform amplitudes observed during the train-
ing period, and another that clusters spikes using a mixture of
one-dimensional Gaussian distributions fitted to waveform
amplitudes. We also consider more traditional sorters that
have been used in the lab: two expert, manual, template
sorting schemes, one that discards noise waveforms that do
not correspond to identified templates, and another that retains
them as a separate ‘hash’ unit; and model-based clustering of
the waveforms’ first three principal components (PCs), with
initial clusters carefully determined manually. These more
traditional spike-sorters almost certainly classify spikes more
accurately than the fully automatic simple sorters, so we
regard them as benchmarks, but they are not good candidates
for BCI implementation in the clinic due to their intensive
manual and computational requirements.

The data obtained from each spike-sorting scheme is
used as input to two decoders, the OLE (Salinas and
Abbot 1994, Chase et al 2009) and the Kalman filter (Wu
et al 2006), to assess the consistency of results across classes
of decoders that either include or exclude a state equation that
models the evolution of kinematic variables. We focused on
OLE and Kalman filter decoding with linear Gaussian
observation and state equations because they provide velocity
predictions in closed form, so they are computationally

efficient. Finally, we investigate the potential for decoding of
a more recently proposed observation equation that models
jointly the waveforms and kinematics (Ventura 2009a, 2009b,
Kloosterman et al 2014).

We find that discarding noise waveforms, as is com-
monly done in practice, leads to a substantial decline in
decoding accuracy compared to all other methods, including
decoding from unsorted electrodes; that of all the schemes
that retain noise waveforms, decoding from unsorted elec-
trodes performs the worst; that, for the purpose of decoding,
crude, automated spike-sorting is almost as effective as expert
sorting; and that the joint waveforms and kinematics model
may provide better decoding in some, but not all, cases. In
summary, simple automatic spike-sorting methods can
improve the efficiency of decoding from motor cortex at
minimal computational cost, compared to decoding without
spike-sorting. Incorporating such methods in BCI decoders is
a step towards more efficient neuroprosthetic devices.

2. Methods

Our goal is to evaluate the effect of fast, simple, and fully
automatic spike-sorting methods on motor BCI decoder per-
formance for laboratory and clinic use. We describe the
decoding algorithms in section 2.2, the spike-sorting methods
in section 2.3, and the decoder based on a joint model of
waveforms and kinematics in section 2.4. We compare these
decoding paradigms using data from two arm control
experiments with Rhesus macaque monkeys (Macaca
mulatta), which we now describe.

2.1. Experimental data

Monkey A. This experiment was conducted in Dr Andrew
Schwartz’ MotorLab at the University of Pittsburgh (Fraser
and Schwartz 2012). The monkey performed center-out and
out-center reaches to 26 targets arranged evenly on the sur-
face of a sphere, and one target in the center, in a virtual
environment (figure 1). A center-out trial begins with the
center target lighting up. When the monkey makes contact
with the target and holds, the center target disappears and a
target on the periphery appears. The monkey then has a short
time to reach the new target and hold there. Out-center trials
start at the periphery and move to the center in the same
fashion. Each session goes through the 52 reaches in random
order until the monkey successfully completes each reach
exactly once. We use data from four days with five sessions
recorded daily. The hand position was tracked using an
infrared marker (Northern Digital) and rendered as a spherical
cursor on a stereoscopic monitor (Dimension Technologies).
The neural activity was recorded on two 96-electrode Utah
arrays (Blackrock Microsystems) implanted in the proximal
arm region of the primary motor (M1) and ventral premotor
cortices (PMv). However, the signal on the M1 array was
impaired by substantial movement artifacts, so we only use
the PMv array in this study.
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Monkey B. This experiment was conducted in Dr. Aaron
Batistaʼs laboratory at the University of Pittsburgh. A monkey
made center-out reaches to eight peripheral targets arranged
on a circle and presented in random order, with each target
available for repetition only after all targets were acquired
successfully. We use 284 successful trials recorded within a
single day. Even though the targets were in a 2D plane, the
monkeyʼs arm was free to move in all directions and the arm
position was recorded in 3D using a red LED (PhaseSpace
Inc.). We predict the full 3D trajectory of the arm. The neural
activity was recorded on a 96-electrode Utah array (Blackrock
Microsystems) implanted in the proximal arm region of M1.

Electrode voltage thresholds. The choice of thresholds is
a critical component in determining the extent of the infor-
mation one can observe from the noise. In our experiments,
thresholds were set independently on each electrode

according to standard procedures within the BCI community,
and kept constant for the duration of the experiments. For
Monkey A, they were set by an expert to maximize the ability
to perform spike-sorting according to his judgement. Overall,
the electrode voltages crossed the thresholds at rates between
15 and 140 Hz. Figure 2 shows these rates plotted against the
thresholds; they decrease on average as thresholds increase,
when less noise and hash might be recorded. For Monkey B,
thresholds were set systematically at 3 SDs below the means
of the bandpass filtered voltage traces. The plot of rates versus
thresholds shows no clear trend, which is reasonable since
thresholds were set according to a fixed criterion. Overall, the
voltages crossed the thresholds at rates between 10 and 50 Hz,
i.e. less frequently than for monkey A, which suggests that the
relatively large 3 SDs thresholds discarded more noise, or the
signal to noise ratio was better.

Figure 1. Experimental paradigms. Monkey A: center-out and out-center movement to and from 27 targets on a 3D sphere. Monkey B:
center-out movement to eight targets on a 2D circle.

Figure 2. Electrode voltage thresholds versus threshold crossings rates for both monkeys. Each point corresponds to an electrode.
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2.2. Decoding from single-unit activity

Let vt denote the 3 dimensional arm velocity at time t, and

= ( )s s ss , ,...,t t t t
N T1 2 the vector of spike counts in time bin t

for N putative neurons. Two broad classes of decoding
methods exist: one, reverse regression, predicts v directly as a
function of s; the other relies on physiological models of
firing rates as functions of kinematics. We use the latter, and
model the firing rates as linear functions of velocity:

β η= + +τ+s B v , (1)t t t0

where B is the ×N 3 matrix of tuning curves coefficients, and
η

t
is an N- dimensional Gaussian vector with zero mean and

variance σj
2 for neuron =j N1, 2 ,..., ; we assume that neu-

rons are independent. We use spike counts in 16 ms bins
lagged τ = 130 ms for monkey A, and 32 ms bins lagged
τ = 64 ms for monkey B, where τ was chosen to achieve the

highest R2 in equation (1). We decode using two standard
algorithms: the optimal linear estimator OLE (Salinas and
Abbot 1994, Chase et al 2009), and the Kalman filter (Wu
et al 2006). OLE consists of estimating vt in equation (1) by
maximum likelihood (ML). Kalman filtering supplements
equation (1) with a state equation that models the smoothness
of arm trajectories; we use the random walk model:

ϵ= +−v A v , (2)t t t1

where A is a 3 × 3 matrix and ϵt is Gaussian noise.
Equation (2) serves as a prior model for equation (1), and the

decoded velocity v̂t is the mean of the posterior distribution of
vt given the spike counts up to time t. Equations (2) and (1)
are estimated using a training dataset, and the decoders per-
formances assessed on separate testing datasets; details are in
section 3.

2.3. Spike-sorting methods

We now describe the different spike counts st we use as inputs
to the decoders. Figure 3 shows where these fit in the tax-
onomy of spike-sorting schemes for extracellular electrode
recordings.

UNSORTED. We ignore the waveform measurements
and treat the voltage threshold crossings of each electrode as a

single putative neuron. Letting zt
j be the number of threshold

crossings on electrode j in time bin t, then =s zt t in
equation (1).

EXPERT-SORT. A trained expert identifies unique
waveform templates and assigns recorded spikes to single
units based on their similarity to each template. Waveforms
that do not match any template, the ‘hash’, are discarded. The
number of threshold crossings of electrode j is thus decom-

posed as the sum of Kj individual neuron spike counts, y
t
j k, ,

plus the number of unclassified threshhold crossings, et
j. The

vector of single-unit spike counts in equation (1) contains all

neuron spike counts on all electrodes:

= ( )y y y y ys , ,..., , ,..., , (3)t t t t
K

t t
N K T1,1 1,2 1, 2,1 , N1

and the hash is discarded. The expert sorting we use in this
paper was conducted at the lab where each experiment took
place.

EXPERT+HASH. The hash may contain some informa-
tion for decoding. To test this hypothesis, we decode from the
single-unit spike counts (equation (3)), augmented by the
unclassified threshold crossings on each electrode,

= …e j N, 1, ,t
j .

MODEL-SORT. The waveforms on electrode j are
reduced to p features, a, which are assumed to have the
mixture distribution

∑ π=
=

f a f a( ) ( ), (4)
j

i

K

j i j i
1

, ,

j

where Kj is the number of neurons, πj i, is the proportion of

spikes from neuron i, and f
j i,
is the distribution of their fea-

tures, which we assume is p-dimensional Gaussian
(Lewicki 1998). Under this model, the spike count for unit k
on electrode j in time bin t (equation (3)) is

∑
π

π
=

∑= =

⎛

⎝
⎜⎜

⎞

⎠
⎟⎟

( )
( )

y
f a

f a
, (5)

t
j k

m

M
j k j k t

j m

i

K
j i j i t

j m

,

1

, ,
,

1 , ,
,

j

j

where a a a, ,...,t
j

t
j

t
j M,1 ,2 , j are the features of the Mj spikes

recorded in bin t for electrode j. Equation (5) uses soft clus-
tering, so the number of spikes assigned to a neuron can take
non-integer values (Ventura 2009b).

An expectation maximization (EM) algorithm is often
used to estimate equation (4). This algorithm is very sensitive
to initial values, and often converges to local maxima of the
likelihood. This impacts greatly the accuracy of spike-sorting,
and may in turn impact decoding efficiency. We considered
three implementations with careful choices of initial values.
The first is an expert sorter: we reduced the waveforms to
their first three PCs, which we plotted to determine carefully
the number Kj of clusters, as well as their centers and var-

iances. We used these clusters, plus a clutter cluster to collect
the hash, as initial values to fit equation (4). Decoding from
the resulting single-unit spike counts (equation (5)) gave
results that were never better than EXPERT+HASH decod-
ing, so we do not report them in section 3. We also consider
two faster and fully automatic implementations of MODEL-
SORT: AMPLITUDE-SORT and SPLIT-SORT.

AMPLITUDE-SORT. To minimize computation, we
reduce the spike waveforms to single features, their ampli-
tudes, which we assume have the distribution in equation (4)
with f

j i,
univariate Gaussians. We obtain the single-units

spike counts (equation (3)) per equation (5). We also elim-
inate manual intervention by using automatic initial values to
fit equation (4). In particular, we center the initial f

j i,
at Kj

points equally spaced over the range of the training amplitude
data, a sensible option in 1D. Full details are in section 2.4
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SPLIT-SORT. We model the waveform amplitudes
according to equation (4), as above, but we let f

j i,
to be non-

overlapping contiguous uniform distributions with support
ω ω−( , )j i j i, 1 , . We do not fit equation (4) by EM, but take ωj i, to

be the ( )i K100/ j th observed percentile of the amplitudes in a

training set for electrode j, and πj i, be K1/ j for all i. That is, we

form equal-sized clusters simply by binning the observed
waveform amplitudes, as illustrated in figure 4. We did,
however, estimate the number of mixture components Kj: we

decoded all test sets for =K Kj ranging from 1 to 10 on all

electrodes; decoding improved as K increased from 1 to 4,
then stabilized. We also used different Kjʼs to form equal-

Figure 3. Decoding arm trajectory from extracellular electrode recordings. The recorded signal consists of electrode threshold crossings and
waveforms. Decoding directly from threshold crossings does not require spike-sorting. Traditional spike-sorting consists of clustering the
waveforms (traditionally Gaussian clustering). Split spike-sorting simplifies the clustering to disjoint predefined clusters. The joint waveform
and velocity model performs spike-sorting and tuning curve estimation in parallel. The names of the specific implementations of each spike-
sorting method are marked in square brackets.
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sized clusters across electrodes, with no further improvement.
We therefore settled for =K 4j for all electrodes. The single-

unit spike count for unit k on electrode j in time bin t, y
t
j k, in

equation (3), is the number of spikes in bin t that have
amplitudes in ω ω−( , )j k j k, 1 , .

The advantage of split-sorting is its simplicity, a draw-
back that it is not designed to isolate neurons perfectly,
although it may still perform well: in figure 4, the three
neurons have waveform amplitudes whose distributions
overlap little, so that the K = 4 split-sorting clusters are
comprised almost entirely of observations from single neu-
rons. Note also that isolating neurons perfectly may not
translate into greatly improved decoding.

2.4. Decoding using a joint waveform and velocity observation
equation (JOINT)

Traditional spike-sorting algorithms use waveforms to assign
spikes to neurons. Ventura (2009a) pointed out that when

tuning curves are modulated by kinematics, they too contain
information about neurons’ identities, and proposed a wave-
form model that combines the two sources of spike identity
information:

∑ π=
=

f a f av v( ) ( ) ( ), (6)
j

i

K

j i j i
1

, ,

j

where π = ∑ =( )g gv v v( ) ( ) ( )j i j i k

K

j k, , 1 ,
j is the proportion of

spikes from neuron i on electrode j at velocity v, and g v( )
j i,

is

the tuning curve of neuron i on electrode j. The waveform
model (equation (4)) on which traditional spike-sorting relies
is equal to equation (6) when all tuning curves are constant or
equal to each other, for then π π=v( )j i j i, , for all v. But

equation (4) is a poor approximation of equation (6) when the
πj i, ʼs are highly modulated by v, in which case we might

expect more accurate decoding from equation (6).
Single-unit spike counts (equation (3)) could be calcu-

lated per equation (5) with πj i, replaced by π v( )j i t, , but they

cannot be used for decoding because they depend on the very
kinematics vt we seek to predict. Ventura (2009a) cir-
cumvented that problem by plugging the decoded velocity at
time −t 1 as a proxy for vt , and used OLE decoding. Here, we
bypass spike-sorting and decode vt directly from the joint
distribution of the electrodes’ spike counts and their wave-
forms; i.e. we use as the observation equation the product of
the conditional waveform distributions (equation (6)) and the
electrodes’ spike counts distributions (equation (1) with st

equal to the UNSORTED spike counts zt). We cannot decode
via OLE or Kalman filtering because equation (6) is not linear
in velocity. Instead, we obtain the ML estimator of vt

numerically, and use a particle filter (Brockwell et al 2004) to
obtain its posterior mean.

To fit equation (6), we use the EM algorithm in Ventura
(2009a). To minimize computation and eliminate manual
intervention, we mirror our approach for AMPLITUDE-
SORT: we reduce the waveforms to their amplitudes and
choose initial values automatically. We let the f

j i.
have initial

means at Kj points equally spaced over the range of the

training amplitude data, initial variances be equal to their
sample variance, initial mixing proportions be constant and
equal, and Kj be chosen using the Bayesian information cri-

terion (Schwartz 1978), allowing up to =K 5j units per

electrode. Recall that AMPLITUDE-SORT models the
waveforms per equation (6) with mixing proportions held
constant, i.e. π π=v( )j i j i, , . To assess the effect of using con-

stant versus variable πj i, ʼs on decoding, without it being

confounded with potentially different solutions of the EM
algorithm, we use the fit of equation (6) for AMPLITUDE-
SORT, replacing the π v( )j i, by their integrals over the kine-

matics v in the training set.

Figure 4. Split-sorting a simulated electrode. The red, yellow and
blue curves are the waveform amplitude distributions of three
neurons. The black curve is their mixture, from which we simulated
100 amplitudes, marked on the x-axis with |, ○ and ×; the symbols
and colors indicate from which mixture components the values were
sampled. The vertical lines at ω1, ω2 and ω3 mark the cluster
boundaries for split spike-sorting, with K = 4 clusters.

Table 1. Spike-sorting methods.

Name Method

UNSORTED No sorting: we treat the voltage threshold
crossings of each electrode as a single
putative neuron.

EXPERT-SORT An expert identifies well-isolated units by
clustering waveforms visually, and dis-
cards the hash.

EXPERT+HASH EXPERT-SORT, but with the hash retained
as an extra unit on each electrode.

AMPLITUDE-SORT Waveform amplitudes are clustered using a
mixture of Gaussians, using automatic
initial values.

SPLIT-SORT Amplitudes are assigned to Uniform clus-
ters that have boundaries at the quartiles
of a training set of amplitudes.

JOINT No sorting: we decode from the joint dis-
tribution of electrode spike counts and
waveform amplitudes.
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3. Results

We compare the performances of the decoders considered
here using data from the two experiments described in
section 2.1 and figure 1. The decoders take as input spikes
sorted according to the methods summarized in table 1 .
Figure 5 shows the number of units identified by each spike-
sorter. For UNSORTED, the electrode arrays of monkeys A
and B have 73 and 83 active electrodes respectively. For
EXPERT-SORT, the experts could classify reliably 20% and
50% of all threshold crossing events from all electrodes,
resulting in a total of 71 and 86 well-isolated units for
monkeys A and B; the reason for the small 20% is that the
electrode thresholds for monkey A were more permissive, as
addressed in section 2.1. EXPERT+HASH uses the units
identified by EXPERT-SORT, plus one extra hash unit per
electrode. SPLIT-SORT produced the largest number of units
(284 and 332), followed by AMPLITUDE-SORT (181 and
225). Note that no threshold crossings are discarded, except
with EXPERT-SORT, which retains only the well-isolated
units.

We analyze 1040 trials from Monkey A (five sessions in
each of four days; one session consists of 52 unique reaches)
and 284 trials from Monkey B, recorded the same day. We
only analyze the portion of the trials between movement onset
and target acquisition. For monkey B, we do not analyze the
return to center portion of the reach, since the animals could
be distracted while receiving a liquid reward. Each trial
averages 462 and 951 ms between the movement onset and
the target acquisition, which amounts to a total of 8 and 4.5
min of decoding data for monkeys A and B respectively.

To decode, we assume that units (electrodes or neurons)
are independent, and their tuning curves linear in velocity
(equation (1)). Spikes are binned and lagged with velocity at
the same lag for all units; we use 16ms bins at a 130ms lag
for monkey A, and 32ms bins at a 64ms lag for monkey B.

These values were chosen to achieve the highest total R2 in
equation (1). For Monkey A, we use all combinations of four
sessions recorded the same day (208 trials) to train the
observation and state equations (equations (1) and (2)), and
we decode the 52 reaches of the remaining session of that day,
totaling × × =5 4 52 1040 test trials. For monkey B we

randomly select 184 trials to train equations (1) and (2), and
we decode the 100 remaining trials. We perform the random
trial selection only once. We initialize the decoders at the
observed initial velocity for each trial.

We measure the quality of a decoded reach by its root
mean squared error (RMSE), i.e. the Euclidean distance
between the observed and the decoded velocity trajectories.
The relative efficiency of two decoding algorithms is the ratio
of the mean squared errors (MSE) of the respective decoded
velocity trajectories. If decoders 1 and 2 have MSE ratio

=r MSE MSE1 2, we calculate the efficiency gain of decoder
2 compared to decoder 1 in percent as − *r( 1) 100 when

>r 1, and − *r(1 1/ ) 100 when <r 1. Figures 6–8 sum-
marize the distributions of efficiency gains for all test trials
using box plots, and table 2 contains the median per-trial
RMSE of each decoding method. Table 2 suggests that (i)
discarding the hash systematically degrades decoding, (ii)
decoding without spike-sorting is less efficient than decoding
from spike-sorted data, and (iii) all spike-sorting schemes
yield comparable decoding efficiencies. Therefore, we should
not discard spikes, we should spike-sort, and using an easy
spike-sorting scheme is as good as any. We discuss these
points further in the next subsections.

3.1. Discarding the noise degrades decoding

Expert sorting discards the threshold crossings that could not
reliably be classified as belonging to a single unit; there were
80% such crossings for monkey A and 50% for monkey B.
Table 2 shows that decoding only with expert-sorted units
yields the worst median decoding performance. For 63% of
the trials across the two monkeys, it is more efficient to
decode from the unsorted electrodes’ threshold crossings than
from expertly sorted neurons. When we include the discarded
spikes as a separate hash unit on each electrode, the decoding
efficiency is comparable to the other decoders (table 2,
EXPERT+HASH row). Figure 6 shows the distributions of
efficiency gains of EXPERT+HASH compared to EXPERT-
SORT. The former is more efficient across decoding methods
and monkeys. The improvement is greater for monkey B,
which means that the hash contains more information for that
monkey. This could be due to at least two factors: (1) the

Figure 5. Number of units extracted by each spike-sorting method.
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electrode thresholds were chosen differently in the two
experiments, which affects the amount of recorded noise, and
(2) different experts sorted the spikes from each experiment.

3.2. Spike-sorting improves decoding efficiency

Table 2 shows that, in median, decoding from unsorted
spikes is inferior to decoding from sorted spikes. The full

distributions of efficiency gains (figure 7) confirm this. For
monkey A, all sorting schemes provide comparable efficiency
gains (25–27% under ML/OLE decoding, and 5–12% under
Bayesian/Kalman filtering) compared to UNSORTED. For
monkey B, sorting based on amplitude yields the least
improvement (25% under ML/OLE and 6% under Bayesian/
Kalman filtering), and the joint model yields the greatest
(58% under ML/OLE and 20% under Bayesian/Kalman

Figure 6. Relative efficiency gain of EXPERT+HASH compared to EXPERT-SORT using ML/OLE and Bayesian/Kalman filter decoding.

Figure 7. Relative efficiency gain of AMPLITUDE-SORT, SPLIT-SORT, EXPERT+HASH and JOINT decoding compared to
UNSORTED using ML/OLE decoding and Bayesian/Kalman filtering.
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filtering). The joint model provides lesser improvements for
monkey A, which we discuss further in section 3.4.

3.3. Crude sorting is as effective for decoding as accurate
spike-sorting

The relative efficiencies of all methods compared to EXPERT
+HASH (figure 8) suggest that AMPLITUDE-SORT decoding
is the least efficient of all sorting methods (this excludes the
joint model). Furthermore, the crude SPLIT-SORT procedure
yields efficiencies comparable to the time consuming expert
sorting, which suggests that, for the purpose of decoding, a
sub-optimal spike-sorter is competitive compared to expert or
model-based spike-sorting. SPLIT-SORT creates artificial
neurons that are composed of one or more, full or partial, real
neurons. If the real neurons have different tuning curves and
different waveform amplitude distributions, then the artificial
neurons also have different tuning curves, and perhaps this is
what matters most for decoding. If the real neurons on an
electrode have the same tuning curves, or the same waveform

distributions, in which case spikes cannot be sorted, then the
artificial neurons also have the same tuning curves, which
preserves the information about velocity provided by the
electrode. Note that the good performance of SPLIT-SORT is
not due to the larger number of artificial neurons it creates,
otherwise splitting each electrode in ever larger numbers of
artificial neurons would ameliorate decoding many-folds. In
the two datasets analyzed here, K = 4 fixed clusters per
electrode worked best; using smaller Kʼs degraded decoding,
and larger Kʼs did not improve it.

3.4. Decoding using the joint model is not uniformly superior

The joint waveform and velocity model (equation (6)) con-
tains all the information about the kinematics so it should in
principle outperform the other methods. Figure 8 suggests it is
not always the case in practice: JOINT decoding yields no
improvement for monkey A compared to AMPLITUDE-
SORT, SPLIT-SORT or EXPERT+HASH under either ML or
Bayesian decoding. For monkey B, the median improvements

Figure 8. Relative efficiency gain of AMPLITUDE-SORT, SPLIT-SORT and JOINT decoding compared to EXPERT+HASH using ML/OLE
and Bayesian/Kalman filter decoding.
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are 30% over AMPLITUDE-SORT for ML decoding, and
11% for Bayesian decoding. This suggests that the perfor-
mance of JOINT decoding depends on the dataset, and that
improvements are not guaranteed. As mentioned in section
2.4, JOINT and AMPLITUDE-SORT decoding rely on wave-
form models that differ only in the unit proportions: the πk are
constant in equation (4) and they are functions of velocity in
equation (6). The more modulated the π v( )k t are, the more
information about velocity equation (6) contains compared to
equation (4), and therefore the better JOINT decoding might
be. We summarize the modulation in π v( )k t by its range
across values of vt . Figure 9 shows the distribution of these
ranges across all neurons: the π v( )k t are more modulated for
monkey B, which likely explains why JOINT decoding is
more efficient for monkey B than for monkey A.

4. Discussion

We investigated how fast, simple and fully automatic spike-
sorting affects the quality of arm reaching movement recon-
structions. Perhaps surprisingly, we find that the two most
commonly used methods for performing real-time neural
prosthetic control yield the lowest decoding performances in
our analysis: (i) decoding using only well-isolated neurons and
discarding hash is less efficient than decoding directly from
threshold crossings and (ii) if no spike is discarded, decoding

from sorted spikes is more efficient than decoding from
threshold crossings. In short, the best approach is to spike-sort,
but keep the hash. Moreover, the simplistic scheme of sorting
by splitting waveform amplitudes into predefined bins per-
formed as well as expert sorting and in some cases out-
performed the traditional model-based Gaussian clustering.
This suggests that crude automatic spike-sorting yields efficient
decoding at minimal computational cost. Interestingly, the
benefit of sorting is greater under OLE decoding than Kalman
filtering, possibly because the smoothing induced by the state
space model mitigates the differences in input signal.

4.1. Information in the hash

The least efficient decoding method was EXPERT decoding,
the only method that discards waveform events that do not
match well-identified templates. This suggests that there is
velocity information in the hash. This is consistent with Fraser
et al (2009) and other studies; e.g. Stark and Abeles (2007) find
that multiunit activity can provide more accurate prediction of
upcoming movement than the activity of well-isolated single
units; Kloosterman et al (2014) use a dataset in which only 6–
21% of all spikes are attributable to well-isolated single units,
and report that including the hash greatly improves decoding. It
remains a topic for future work to discover precisely how much
information the noisy waveforms contain, and develop algo-
rithms to extract that information effectively.

This finding may not generalize to closed-loop decoding.
Indeed in that context, Fraser et al (2009) found that on-line
prosthetic control using EXPERT decoding, which discards
poorly isolated spikes, was as accurate as decoding from
threshold crossings. It is possible that in closed-loop, subjects
can adapt to the decoder, thus mitigating accuracy differences
(Chase et al 2009).

4.2. Computational overhead

To decode, we assumed that all units were independent, and
we fixed every unitʼs temporal lag with respect to the kine-
matic variables to the mean estimated lag. These choices were
made for ease of clinical implementation rather than to opti-
mize the accuracies of sorting or decoding. Indeed it is known
that using unit correlations and different lags can improve
decoding (Wu et al 2006). We assumed normally distributed
spike counts, and linear observation and state equations,
because they provide velocity predictions in closed-form,
which is computationally efficient. These predictions are also
statistically optimal when the assumptions are correct (Kass
et al 2005). However, spike counts have Poisson or Poisson-
like distributions, so general point process models (Barbieri
et al 2004) would be more appropriate. We did not consider
non-Gaussian models because Bayesian dynamic predictions
would require computationally intensive numerical or sto-
chastic optimizations (Brockwell et al 2004, Koyama
et al 2010). Although we did not test these algorithms, we do
not think our main findings would change.

The automatic spike-sorting schemes we used were
designed to be easy to implement, fast to compute, and

Table 2. Decoding efficiencies measured by the median over all test
trials of the root mean squared error (RMSE), ± one standard
deviation. The methods in each panel are sorted by RMSE from the
least to the most accurate.

Method
RMSE
(m sec−1)

MONKEY A ML/OLE EXPERT-SORT 0.189 ± 0.021

UNSORTED 0.176 ± 0.023
AMPLITUDE-SORT 0.157 ± 0.023
EXPERT+HASH 0.157 ± 0.021
SPLIT-SORT 0.156 ± 0.022
JOINT 0.156 ± 0.022

Bayesian/Kalman filter EXPERT-SORT 0.087 ± 0.026
EXPERT-SORT 0.086 ± 0.026
JOINT 0.084 ± 0.026
AMPLITUDE-SORT 0.083 ± 0.024
EXPERT+HASH 0.082 ± 0.024
SPLIT-SORT 0.082 ± 0.025

MONKEY B ML/OLE EXPERT-SORT 0.311 ± 0.032
UNSORTED 0.255 ± 0.023
AMPLITUDE-SORT 0.228 ± 0.018
SPLIT-SORT 0.219 ± 0.018
EXPERT+HASH 0.218 ± 0.017
JOINT 0.199 ± 0.017

Bayesian/Kalman filter EXPERT-SORT 0.142 ± 0.040
UNSORTED 0.139 ± 0.036
AMPLITUDE-SORT 0.136 ± 0.033
SPLIT-SORT 0.130 ± 0.034
JOINT 0.130 ± 0.032
EXPERT+HASH 0.128 ± 0.033
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require little data manipulation. For both fully automated
algorithms we reduced the waveforms to single features, their
peak-to-trough waveform amplitudes. For AMPLITUDE
sorting, we used automated starting values and greedy model
selection in the EM clustering algorithm. The SPLIT sorting
procedure was yet simpler, since we fixed the number of units
per electrode to four and sorted based solely on the quartiles
of the waveform amplitudes in a training dataset. Despite
these simplifications, both automated sorting procedures
performed as well as expert manual sorting, provided that no
spikes were discarded. The performance of SPLIT sorting
shows that crude automatic methods can improve decoding
efficiency without accurately classifying single-neuron
activity. Other than its simplicity, other attractive properties
of this method include producing clusters large enough to
reliably fit tuning curve models and localized enough to
capture single-unit activity, requiring minimal computation
and data storage, and trivial fitting to training data; it could
also easily be extended to sort higher-dimensional waveform
features. Additionally, the SPLIT clusters can trivially be
updated on a regular basis to capture possible changes in the
waveform distributions due, for example, to electrodes shift-
ing (Calabrese and Paninski 2010) or neurons dying.

State-of-the-art spike-sorters such as template matching
algorithms (Quiroga et al 2004, Rutishauser et al 2006,
Carlson et al 2014) or wavelet features clustering (Hulata
et al 2002, Brychta et al 2007) may outperform the ones we
tested, but we did not consider them because they are com-
putationally demanding and require expert manual tuning.
While the optimal balance of computation overhead and
accuracy will likely depend on the specific decoding task and
signal quality, the finding that SPLIT sorting performs as well
as EXPERT+HASHmanual sorting suggests that large
improvements in decoding efficiency are unlikely to arise
from more accurate waveform-based spike-sorting, at least for
these relatively low-dimensional tasks. We also believe our
main results, that discarding hash is a bad idea, and that

sorting is better than not sorting, will hold true for all rea-
sonable sorting algorithms.

4.3. Decoding from the joint waveform and velocity model

At the other end of the complexity spectrum, JOINT decoding
should be statistically optimal, since the model on which it
relies contains all the kinematic information. In practice, its
performance was mixed, providing improvements only for
monkey B using ML decoding, with a 19% median
improvement over EXPERT+HASH decoding. We obtained
no improvement for Monkey B with Bayesian filtering, or for
Monkey A altogether. We speculated, and provided some
evidence, that JOINTML decoding performs better than
AMPLITUDE-SORT decoding when tuning curves are highly
modulated with velocity.

Kloosterman et al (2014) also decode from a joint model
that they fit to data non-parametrically. They report a 14%
mean improvement of JOINTML decoding compared to ML
decoding from well-isolated units with hash, to reconstruct
1D trajectories from rat hippocampal data. The relevant
comparison using our nomenclature is between JOINT and
EXPERT+HASH, and the improvement of JOINT decoding is
comparable across studies: their 14% to our 19%. They do not
report results for Bayesian dynamic decoding. Our initial
conclusion is that both the JOINT decoding approaches
reported here and there are too computationally intensive to
be implemented in the lab or the clinic, especially since they
appear to provide only modest, if any, improvements. Some
modifications permitting OLE decoding, as in Ventura
(2009a), or Kalman filtering would at least make its imple-
mentation more attractive.

4.4. Generalizability

Our results were obtained on data collected from two different
monkeys in two different labs, each with their own training

Figure 9. (a) Density of π π= −range v vmax ( ) min ( )
k t k t t k t for all neurons k. (b) Sample values for a single unit proportion π v( )k t each from

monkeys A and B. The function π v( )t6 in monkey B fluctuates more than the function π v( )t12 in monkey A. This relationship holds generally
across the neurons of the two monkeys, which may contribute to the better performance of JOINT decoding for monkey B.
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protocols and experimental equipment. We analyzed a total of
1040 3D trials from Monkey A and 284 2D trials from
Monkey B, and the results hold up independently for each.
Further, our results are entirely in keeping with the previous
studies cited above. Additionally, Kloosterman et al (2014)
report similar results on 12 different data sets from rat hip-
pocampus tetrode recordings. In particular, they find that
there is information for decoding in the hash, that careful
manual spike-sorting can perform as well as completely
automatic spike-sorting for the purpose of decoding, and that
decoding from the joint model does not always perform better
than decoding from spike-sorted counts. They also show that
accurate spike-sorting is not crucial for decoding perfor-
mance, namely, they report an example in which automatic
clustering produced better decoding results before the expert
cluster refinement.

However, an important aspect is the choice of electrode
crossing thresholds. It is likely that different choices of
thresholds might re-balance the relative efficiencies of sorting
and decoding methods. A thorough analysis of the effect of
threshold choice on decoding performance, while interesting,
is beyond the scope of this paper.

4.5. Robustness versus accuracy

This study does not control for possible data non-stationa-
rities. Changes in the tuning properties of the recorded signal
from the training to the testing session could degrade the
performance of the decoder. The electrodes can also shift,
which changes the distribution of the recorded waveforms
(Calabrese and Paninski 2010). The effect of such non-sta-
tionarity might be different across decoders and sorting
methodology; some sorting methods may be more robust to
waveform or tuning changes than others. Nevertheless, the
case that we make is most likely applicable to adaptable
models as well. Future attempts to improve the absolute
performance of any of the decoders discussed here could
address robustness using auto-adaptive decoding algorithms
(Orsborn et al 2012, Li et al 2011, Zhang and Chase 2013).
Note also that the SPLIT clusters can be updated regularly at
no computational cost, to track potential waveform changes.
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